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Abstract
Mobile App reviews may contain information relevant to developers. Developers can in-
vestigate these reviews to see what users of their apps are complaining about. However,
the huge volume of incoming reviews is impractical to analyze manually. Existing research
that attempts to extract this information suffers from two major issues: supervised ma-
chine learning methods are usually pre-trained, and thus, does not provide the developers
the freedom to define the app issue they are interested in, whereas unsupervised methods
do not guarantee that a particular app issue topic will be discovered.
In this thesis, we attempt to devise a framework that would allow developers to de-
fine topics related to app issues at any time, and with minimal effort, discover as many
reviews related to the issue as possible. Scalable Continuous Active Learning (S-CAL) is
an algorithm that can be used to quickly train a model to retrieve documents with high
recall. First, we investigate whether S-CAL can be used as a tool for training models to
retrieve reviews about a specific app issue. We also investigate whether a model trained
to retrieve reviews about a specific issue for one app can be used to do the same for a
separate app facing the same issue. We further investigate transfer learning methods to
improve retrieval performance for the separate apps.
Through a series of experiments, we show that S-CAL can be used to quickly train
models that can to retrieve reviews about a particular issue. We show that developers
can discover relevant information during the process of training the model and that the
information discovered is more than the information that can be discovered using keyword
search under similar time restrictions. Then, we show that models trained using S-CAL
can indeed be reused for retrieving reviews for a separate app and that performing addi-
tional training using transfer learning protocols can improve performance for models that
performed below expectation.
Finally, we compare the performance of the models trained by S-CAL at retrieving
reviews for a separate app against that of two state-of-the-art app review analysis methods
one of which uses supervised learning, while the other uses unsupervised learning. We show
that at the task of retrieving relevant reviews about a particular topic, models trained by
S-CAL consistently outperform existing state-of-the-art methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The mobile application (“app”) market has experienced explosive growth over the last
10 years. Apps are distributed via app stores, which are central repositories for apps.
The Google Play Store is the primary source of apps for phones that operate on Google’s
Android operating system. Google announced the Android Market in 2008, and now, there
are over 3.6 millions apps in the Google Play Store. 1 The Google Play Store provides two
mechanisms for users to provide feedback about apps: ratings and reviews. Users can
provide a rating for each app on a scale of one to five stars, and the average of these
ratings is displayed for each app in the Play Store. Ratings are an overall measure of users’
perception of a particular app. Mobile app reviews, on the other hand, are the primary way
for users to provide feedback to the developer, and often, they communicate complaints and
feature requests through this medium. Mobile app reviews have been shown to contain
information useful for developers [45]. Consider this review for the app “SavingStar -
Grocery Coupons”.
“Disappointed....wish they would add these. So I noticed that a lot of grocery
stores are listed but there is no Costco nor Safeway nor Trader Joe’s listed. We
buy food from all three but yet none are listed. I have receipts I want to add
but I can’t since it’s not listed. Please add these stores and make it fair for us
that live in SF. *****will add more stars when these are listed...and I mean all
of them are listed. Thanks.”
1The Android App Market became the Google Play Store in 2012.
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This particular review identifies a specific issue that the user discovered while using
the app, and provides a solution that they believe will improve their user experience. This
information can be used by developers to improve their apps, or prioritize issues for the
next release.
1.2 Problem
Extracting this information is a non-trivial task for two primary reasons.
1. Apps receive a considerable number of new reviews each day. A study conducted
in 2013 [45] showed that the average number of reviews received by an app in one
day is approximately 24, while popular apps like the Facebook mobile app received
upwards of 4000 reviews in one day.
2. Additionally, these reviews are comprised of unstructured text. Research on ex-
tracting actionable information from these reviews uses advanced natural language
processing techniques [8, 50, 29, 65], and is non-trivial task.
Existing research focuses on two major avenues.
1. Research using supervised learning aims to create a classifier to categorize app reviews
into broad classes (e.g. ‘bug report’, ‘app praise’, ’feature request’, etc). However,
these methods can suffer from lack of granularity: reviews that complain about ‘app
crashes’, ‘battery drainage’, and ‘slow interface’ get bundled into the same broad
category: ‘bug report’.
2. Unsupervised learning methods have been used to cluster reviews and discover topics
automatically, but these methods do not provide any guarantees. A particular topic
may or may not get discovered, specially if the prevalence of this topic is low compared
to other topics. It is also infeasible for a developer to go through a large number of
reviews to discover information about a specific app issue that users describe in their
reviews.
Thus, the challenges are to:
1. Provide app developers with information about a particular issue described in the
reviews;
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2. Discover as many reviews as possible that contain information about that issue; and
3. Ensure that minimal developer effort is spent in performing this task.
1.3 Our Approach
aWe investigate the use of Active Learning and Transfer Learning to create a framework
for training and sharing models to rank reviews. Scalable Continuous Active Learning
(S-CAL) [13] is an active learning protocol that can be used to train models to classify
or rank documents for high recall search. In [13], the authors showed that S-CAL can be
used achieve high recall, optimize F1 scores, or simply train a model for classification or
ranking. Our proposal investigates the use of S-CAL to allow developers to train models
to rank reviews to identify app issues. This allows topics to be defined at any time, and
a model can be trained to retrieve reviews for any topic. Additionally, a model trained
for a specific issue present in a particular app can be used to rank reviews for a separate
app facing the same issue. Our work attempts to investigates methods that would allow
developers to discover as many reviews that contain information relevant to the issue being
investigated, with minimal effort.
3
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter describes the various preprocessing, storage mechanisms and algorithms used
in our experiments. Evaluation metrics are also discussed.
2.1 Preprocessing
Documents are generally stored as individual files. While this format is required for display
purposes, it does not support the tasks of learning or retrieval. The raw text file is processed
using a series of processes or filters where the output of each filter is passed to the next
one. The output of the final filter is then stored using in a format suitable for the final
task.
For illustration, we will demonstrate the preprocessing steps using the following sen-
tences.
Figure 2.1: General Document Processing Pipeline
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S1: These foxes can’t be over 1.5m tall!
S2: The quick brown fox just jumped over the lazy cow.
2.1.1 Tokenization
Tokenization is the process of breaking a corpus of text into small fragments or words. For
text in English, a white space or a punctuation mark is generally a good indicator of a
word boundary. This tokenizer can be represented using the regular expression: [a− zA−
Z0 − 9]+. However, this creates two tokens for ‘can't’: ‘can’ and ‘t’. Now, if this was
stored in an index, the query ‘can’ would match this snippet, even though it’s semantic
meaning is exactly the opposite. The Unicode text segmentation algorithm 1 is a rule-based
tokenization algorithm that defines an extensive set of rules that covers multiple possible
scenarios including words with apostrophes (e.g. ‘cant´’), numbers with decimal points or
physical measurements (e.g. ‘1.5m’). The example sentence would thus tokenize as follows:
S1: These,foxes,can’t,be,over,1.5m,tall
S2: The,quick,brown,fox,just,jumped,over,the,lazy,cow
One drawback to the two methods discussed here is that neither can tokenize emoticons.
2.1.2 Stemming
Stemming is the process of transforming words to their root form. The goal of this pro-
cedure is not to reduce words to their morphological roots, but to reduce words that have
similar meanings to the same root (e.g. conjugations of a word should reduce to the same
word stem). Algorithmic stemming is done by transforming the suffix of a word according
to predefined rules. In information retrieval, the effect of stemming is similar to that of
query expansion: by searching for one word, the user searches for all words that share the
same root. This is the same as expanding the query to include more terms that have the
same meaning. It also helps reduce the number of features for classification or clustering.
The Porter stemmer [68], an algorithmic stemmer, is popular choice for stemming.
The effects of the Porter stemmer on the token stream produced by the unicode text
segmentation algorithm follows:
1Unicode Text Segmentation
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S1: These,fox,can’t,be,over,1.5m,tall
S2: The,quick,brown,fox,just,jump,over,the,lazi,cow
There is a one important observation here: ‘lazy’ was stemmed to ‘lazi’, which is not the
correct morphological root. However, for learning or ad-hoc retrieval, this is not necessary:
as long as
2.1.3 Stopword Removal
Stopwords are words that are present in most documents. These words add negligible
additional information to a document. Some examples are pronouns (e.g., he, she, it),
prepositions (e.g., for, in, on, etc), conjunctions (e.g., and, but, etc) and articles (e.g., a,
an, the). These words are usually removed from the token stream. The token stream after
stopword 2 removal becomes:
S1: fox,1.5m,tall
S2: quick,brown,fox,jump,lazi,cow
One observation here is that standard stopword lists generally include words like ‘cant´’
or ‘doesnt´’, which might be of interest while mining app reviews. This is a potential
drawback of using standard stopword lists for user review mining.
2.1.4 General Text Cleaning
Even after these three preprocessing steps, there are other general filter that can be applied
to these streams of tokens. One example is reducing all characters to the lower case. This
ensures that capitalized and non-capitalized versions of the words are not recorded or
indexed as separate words. However, doing this indiscriminately has an unfortunate side
effect for phrases such ‘United States of America’: ‘US’ present in text becomes the same
as the pronoun ‘us’ which is a stopword in a high proportion of stopword lists available for
use.
Synonym expansion is a filter that can save the word US from being mistaken. The
functioning of the synonym expansion filter is similar to that of stemmers. This filter simply
maps tokens defined in a dictionary and transforms them into one single token. Such a
filter could replace all occurrences of the ‘US’, ‘United States of America’ or ‘U.S.A.’ to
‘United States’.
2 Based on the list of stopwords at Ranks NL: https://www.ranks.nl/stopwords
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2.2 Indexing
Indexing is the process of storing the stream of preprocessed tokens on persistent storage.
While preprocessing text is similar for both machine learning and information retrieval,
requirements for storage can vary. Machine learning requires a matrix with numerical
or categorical values. Retrieval requires Boolean query matching, and ranking requires
relevance scoring. Boolean query matching requires indexes which can be searched easily
given a query. Relevance scoring requires a matrix similar to machine learning. Thus,
multiple formats are required for data storage and are discussed below
2.2.1 Inverted Index
An inverted index is a data structure that provides for efficient operations for boolean
keyword queries. An index built on documents can be inefficient: searching for a word
would require searching for the word in each of the documents. An inverted index is built
on words that act as keys. Thus, each unique word in the corpus becomes a key. These
keys are sorted lexicographically and point to a list of identifiers of all documents in which
the word is present. Such a list allows the storage of other meta-data as well. For example,
positions of the word can be stored in a sorted order to allow proximity queries, whereas
frequencies can be stored to calculate relevance scores for ranking.
The inverted index for the two illustrative sentences is shown in table 2.1. In this form,
it is very easy to calculate term frequency of a word in a document, as well as the document
frequency 3 of the word. Term frequency is simply the length of the position list, whereas
the length of the document list is the document frequency.
2.2.2 Term Document Matrix
A term document matrix can be used both for ad-hoc retrieval and learning. The vector
space model [6] uses a term document matrix for retrieval and ranking. For learning,
bag-of-words representation is a popular method for storing and representing a document
corpus.
Let V represent the vocabulary (list of all unique words) of the document corpus. Let
D be the number of documents. The term document matrix is a matrix in IRV×D. The
value in the ith row in the jth column depends on the presence of the jth word in the
3Document frequency (dfw) is the number of unique documents which the word w is present in
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word doc-list
1.5m s1:2
brown s2:2
cow s2:6
fox s1:1, s2:3
jump s2:4
lazi s2:5
quick s2:1
tall s1:3
Table 2.1: Illustration of Inverted Index with Positional Meta-data
vocabulary in the ith document. This value can be Boolean indicator of presence (True if
present), or a count of the number of times it was present in the document. Generally,
the values are a function of multiple aspects, including the term frequency, and document
frequency of the word. Term frequency tfw|d refers to the number of times a word w occur
in document d. Document frequency (dfw) is the number of unique documents which the
word w is present in. Intuitively, if a word wi is present in the document dj multiple times,
it should have a higher score in the matrix. A function of term frequency deals can be used
to expressed this in the score. On the other hand, if a word occurs only in a few specific
documents, it is likely that it is an important word. This can be expressed in the score
using a mathematical transform of the term frequency. Inverse Document Frequency (idf)
is simply the ratio of the number of documents in the corpus to the number of documents
which contain the word w. This implies that the rarer a word is, the higher the idf is. The
combination of tf and idf is often the choice of value for a term document matrix.
tf -idfw|d = (1 + log(tfw|d))× log( D
dfw
) (2.1)
Formula 2.1 is a popular choice of function used to transform tfw|d and dfw into a score
for each term present in a document in the term document matrix. The term document
matrix for the illustrative sentences is shown in table 2.2. The intuition for the log trans-
form on the term frequency score is that the importance of a word does not necessarily
linearly increase with the frequency of the word. A similar argument can be made for the
inverse document frequency as well. These term document matrices are usually sparse, and
are usually stored on disc using a sparse matrix. The SVM light 4 file format is a popular
file format which is used for this task.
4SVM light file format
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15m brown cow fox jump lazi quick tall
s1 0.63 0 0 0.44 0 0 0 0.63
s2 0 0.42 0.42 0.30 0.42 0.42 0.42 0
Table 2.2: Tf-Idf Matrix According to Formula 2.1, Normalized to a Unit Vector
2.3 Retrieval and Ranking
The primary goal of information retrieval is to fetch documents that satisfy an information
need. For ad-hoc search, this is usually provided as a keyword query. Given a query
and an index, the expected output is a list of documents ranked according to decreasing
levels of relevance. Here, relevance is simply defined as the extent to which a particular
document satisfies a given information need and documents satisfying this information need
are considered relevant. The task of returning the ranked list can be broadly separated
into two parts; candidate set identification, and ranking the documents in the candidate
set.
2.3.1 Boolean Retrieval
The first step in forming a ranked list is retrieving a candidate set of documents to rank.
This is necessary as ranking all documents in a corpus is an unnecessary drain on com-
putational resources, specially if the query is only satisfied by a small percentage of the
whole corpus. Let Q = q1, q2, ..qn be a query with n different terms. A candidate set is
created by examining an inverted index and appending all documents containing the query
terms to a candidate list. Since the document identifiers are sorted in the inverted index,
this candidate set can be created using the ‘merge’ step of the mergesort algorithm. For
’AND’, only documents in present in the lists for all query terms are retained (intersection
of sets), whereas for ‘OR’, all the documents are retained (union of sets). For example, for
a query ‘fox AND tall’, only s1 would be retained, while both sentences would be included
in an ‘OR’ query
2.3.2 Ranking
Once a candidate set of documents is retrieved, they are scored using a function that cal-
culates the ‘relevance’ score of each document d with respect to the query Q. Considerable
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research has been devoted into designing various different types of ranking functions [5, 59].
A simple ranking function can be created using Formula 2.1.
Score(Q, d) =
∑
qi∈Q
tf -idfqi|d
This score can be calculated by multiplying the document vector with a vector formed
by preprocessing the query using the same set of filters as the document corpus. However,
one issue with this method is that it tends to favor longer documents. BM25 [6] is a state
of the art relevance ranking model which takes into account the length of the document.
Score(Q, d) =
n∑
i=1
log
N − dfqi + 0.5
dfqi + 0.5
· tfqi|d · (k + 1)
tfqi|d + k1 · (1− b + b · |d|avgdl)
(2.2)
Here, avgdl is the average document length, and |d| is the length of document d. k and
b are hyper-parameters that can be tuned for accuracy. The second part of Formula 2.2
is restricted to between approximately 1 and k + 1 The score becomes k + 1 if the tfqi|d
tends to ∞, whereas the value is very close to 1 if the tfqi|d = 1 and avgdl ≈ |d|. This
range of possible values ensures that extremely long documents with are not rewarded
disproportionately compared to shorter documents.
2.4 Active Learning
Machine learning is usually classified into two broad categories: supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. Supervised learning deals with the task of training a classifier when
labeled data is available. Unsupervised learning deals with scenarios where labels are not
available, and the goal is to identify patterns or cluster the data into meaningful groups.
Active learning falls into the semi-supervised category and addresses situations where there
is a lack of labeled data. If labels are necessary but unavailable in a supervised machine
learning scenario, a sample of the entire dataset can manually labeled and then a classifier
trained on it. However, in case of unbalanced data (where the prior probabilities of each
class vary by a considerable amount), this becomes difficult. Random samples will have
few, if any, examples of the class with lower prevalence. Active learning can be used to
efficiently train models in such scenarios.
Active learning follows a cyclic procedure as shown in Figure 2.2. The algorithm queries
the annotator for labels for specific examples and then trains a model on these labels. This
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Figure 2.2: Active Learning Workflow
new model is used to select the next set of queries from the unlabeled pool, and the cycle
continues until some stopping criterion is met (e.g., when there are no more informative
examples left to label [64]), and a classifier is then produced. In our experiments we use
active learning to model with highly unbalanced classes, and the minor class is the class
we are interested in. In the rest of the thesis, we refer to examples of this class as ‘relevant’
or ‘positive examples’, whereas the other class is referred to as non-relevant, or negative
examples.
2.4.1 Active Learning Protocols
In active learning, after each iteration, a model is trained using all examples for which labels
are available. All unlabeled examples are scored using this model, and query selection for
the next round of labeling is done using these scores. We discuss two methods of query
selection. The nomenclature introduced in [12] has been followed here. In Simple Active
Learning (SAL) or uncertainty sampling [37], the examples that are closest to the decision
boundary of the classifier is chosen for annotation. These are the training examples that
the algorithm is most uncertain about, and are simply the examples with scores closest
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to the threshold. Continuous Active Learning (CAL), introduced in [14] takes a different
approach, and selects those examples with the highest score (or most certainty) of belonging
to the positive class. It can also be interpreted in the following way: CAL selects those
examples which are most similar to the set of labeled examples. These training examples are
thus less confusing than those selected by SAL. Therefore, it can be argued that annotating
queries for CAL is easier than that for SAL. It can also be argued that an annotator can
quickly discover more information about the topic using CAL. Since CAL requests label
for the documents that are most likely to be relevant. Thus, important information is
seen more quickly with CAL than SAL, since SAL focuses on the documents which are
marginally relevant, or non-relevant (and thus, closer to the decision boundary).
Baseline Model Implementation
The Baseline Model Implementation (BMI) is a version of CAL available publicly through
a GNU license. It was released for use during the TREC Total Recall Tracks [54, 28].
The process is initialized with a user provided query. The negative class is created by
randomly sampling 100 documents, which are temporarily deemed non-relevant for training
the classifier. The classifier used is logistic regression. In each iteration, the number of
labels requested is increased. All labeled documents are included in the training set and it
is then augmented with 100 randomly selected documents. This process continues till all
documents are labeled, or a maximum of 100 iterations are completed.
2.4.2 Stopping Criteria
Due to the lack of labels, determining when to stop active learning algorithms is not
trivial. One method would be to look at accuracy on the training set (i.e., the set of
examples labeled over multiple iterations of active learning). Stagnation in the change
or steady decrease in accuracy over multiple consecutive iterations is a good indicator
that the algorithm should be terminated. If the accuracy stabilizes, that suggests no new
information can be gained by adding more training examples. In [15], two methods were
proposed specifically for CAL. The knee method measures the slope of recall plotted against
rank. If the ratio of the current slope compared to the slope at the start is higher than
a threshold, the process is stopped. Another method discussed is the target method. In
this method, relevant documents are identified using an independent information retrieval
method, and a target set is created by sampling these relevant documents. CAL runs until
all the documents identified in the random sample of relevant documents are found.
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Algorithm 1 Scalable Continuous Active Learning (reproduced) [13]
1: Find a relevant seed document using ad-hoc search, or construct a synthetic relevant
document from the topic description.
2: The initial training set consists of the seed document identified in step 1, labeled
“relevant.”
3: Draw a large uniform random sample U of size N from the document population.
4: Select a sub-sample size n.
5: Set the initial batch size B to 1.
6: Set Rˆ to 0.
7: Temporarily augment the training set by adding 100 random documents from the U ,
temporarily labeled “not relevant.”
8: Construct a classifier from the training set.
9: Remove the random documents added in step 7.
10: Select the highest-scoring B documents from U .
11: If Rˆ = 1 or B ≤ n, let b = B; otherwise let b = n.
12: Draw a random sub-sample of size b from the B documents.
13: Review the sub-sample, labeling each as “relevant” or “not relevant.”
14: Add the labeled sub-sample to the training set.
15: Remove the B documents from U .
16: Add r·B
b
to Rˆ, where r is the number of relevant documents in the sub-sample.
17: Increase B by
⌈
B
10
⌉
.
18: Repeat steps 7 through 16 until U is exhausted.
19: Train the final classifier on all labeled documents.
2.4.3 Scalable Continuous Active Learning
One drawback with CAL is that it requires annotations for all documents. Scalable Con-
tinuous Active Learning (S-CAL) is an attempt to remedy this drawbacks. It differs from
CAL in the use of sampling: only a random sample of the top-ranked training examples
is selected for manual labeling. The model scores very similar (or duplicate) documents
approximately equally. These training examples are unlikely to be diverse, and having the
annotator label extremely similar documents is not the best use of time; more informa-
tion can be gained by labeling a diverse set of positive examples. S-CAL helps reduce the
human effort required to create an accurate ranking model. The S-CAL algorithm is repro-
duced in Algorithm 1 from the original paper [13]. Here, the trade-off is between accuracy
and human effort. This trade-off is controlled using the parameter b (line 11). b training
examples are randomly selected and shown to the annotator out of the top B (line 5) ranks
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in every iteration. b is directly proportional to accuracy: low values can be used to form
a decent classifier quickly, whereas by setting b higher than N causes it to act more like
CAL.
2.5 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is a machine learning task that deals with the use of models trained for
a source task to perform prediction on a target task, with or without additional training.
A popular use of transfer learning for text has been as feature extractors, for example,
using pretrained distributed word embeddings (such as Word2Vec or GloVe word vectors)
is a form of transfer learning. There are three major expected advantages of using transfer
learning as shown in Figure 2.3.
• Higher start: A transferred model is likely to have better performance at the start;
• Higher slope: A transferred model is likely to train faster;
• Higher asymptote: A transferred model is likely to have a higher final performance.
However, transfer learning does not guarantee these advantages. The outcome of trans-
fer learning can be categorized based on the performance of the baseline model compared
to the transferred model. When the performance on the target task increases after trans-
fer, it is referred to as positive transfer, whereas if the performance decreases, it is called
negative transfer.
Transfer Methodology
Typically, transfer learning involves three stages: source selection, model mapping, and
training and prediction. In the source selection phase, the task is to find a source task that
shares some similarity with the target task. Improper source selection can be a cause of
negative transfer. Source selection can be done based on evidence, or by manual search. In
evidence based selection, multiple source tasks are used to initiate transfer, and the task
with the best performance after a few iterations is used as the source task. Alternatively, a
source task can be selected manually using domain knowledge. For example, for sentiment
analysis of tweets, word2vec models trained on Twitter corpora are likely to perform better
than word2vec models trained on Wikipedia.
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Figure 2.3: Expected Advantages of Transfer Learning. Image Taken from Transfer Learn-
ing [61]
Once a source model is selected, the next task is selecting a mapping from the feature
set used in the source task to the feature set for the target task. One method is manually
matching each feature in the source domain to a feature in the target domain. This
matching may not be one-to-one or complete. Additional features in the source task can
be simply discarded, whereas additional features present in the target dataset can be either
discarded, or have randomly initialized parameters that are trained in the last phase. For
tasks involving text, it is fairly straightforward for words that are present in the vocabulary
of the source task. Out-of-vocabulary words in the target data can be addressed using
smoothing methods [6], or more simply, can just be ignored.
Once a source model is selected and the features are mapped, the rest of the learn-
ing process can continue as just any other machine learning process. For an optimization
algorithm, the transferred weight parameters can be considered the same as randomly ini-
tialized parameters, but are likely to be closer to the optimal solution. Training could also
be performed to just modify weights initialized randomly for features only present in the
target data. Such approaches are quite popular in transfer learning for deep learning [69].
Testing for negative transfer is usually done in this phase, and if detected, the whole process
needs to be repeated.
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2.6 Evaluation Metrics
Considerable research has gone into designing metrics for evaluating information retrieval
methods. Precision and recall are two most widely reported metrics. Recall is the pro-
portion of relevant documents that have been retrieved, while precision is the proportion
of the documents that have been retrieved that are relevant. Let R be the set of relevant
documents and U be the set of documents retrieved. Let ∩ represent set intersection.
Precision =
R ∩ U
U
Recall =
R ∩ U
R
The F1 score is a harmonic mean of these two metrics. Let P and R represent the
precision and recall respectively. Then,
F1 =
2× P ×R
P + R
Precision@K and R-Precision
There are a couple of drawbacks with recall and precision. Calculating these metrics
require prior knowledge of the set of all relevant documents. It also does not provide any
information about the quality of the ranked list. Precision at K (P@K) is a metric that
can be calculated with relevance judgments available for only the top K ranked documents.
Plots of P@k for all k ≤ K capture the quality of the ranked list as well.
We calculate
P@K =
|d ∈ Rel : rank(d) ≤ K|
K
where Rel is the set of documents marked relevant.
R-Precision is the precision of the ranked list at rank R. If r is the number of relevant
documents in the top R ranks, R-Precision [18] can be calculated as
r
R
. One interesting
property of R-Precision is that it is equal to the recall of the ranked list, where rank R is
considered to be a threshold for membership in the relevant class. Thus, at a threshold of
R, the precision is equal to the recall, which is also equal to the F1 score.
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Measuring Effort
Gain curves, introduced by the authors of [54] aim to measure the annotation effort required
to achieve a certain level of recall. In these curves, recall is plotted on the y-axis, and
the effort in terms of number of documents annotated is plotted on the x-axis. Good
performance is indicated by a steep increase in recall up to a point (80-90% recall) followed
by plateau in the rate of increase of recall, till it finally reaches 100%. The knee method of
stopping described in Section 2.4.2 is inspired by this expected shape of the curve. Once
the rate of increase of recall drops significantly, that is an indicator that not many more
relevant documents are likely to be found.
One issue with considering effort to be the number of documents annotated is that
R (the number of relevant documents) can vary a lot. Thus, for a large R, the slope of
the line can be low, even with precision close to 100%. To compare multiple gain curves
using one single plot, we need to normalize these curves. We do this by plotting effort at
multiples of R (e.g. R/2, R, 3R/2, etc). This ensures comparability between the curves
from two topics with high variation in R
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Chapter 3
Proposal and Study Design
The work presented in this thesis focuses on studying whether S-CAL can be used to train
models to rank mobile reviews describing an app issue. We propose a framework to help
app developers discover information about an issue their app is facing while at the same
time, train a model to rank or classify reviews about the issue in the future. The end
goal is to show developers reviews relevant to the issue they are interested in. Hence, we
investigate methods to reduce developer effort required to do so.
In Section 1.2, we described three challenges developers face trying to extract infor-
mation from reviews. We hypothesize S-CAL can be used efficiently to address these
challenges. S-CAL can be used to train models for ranking reviews. This process is fast
and accurate, and thus helps reduce the amount of developer time spent. While developers
train these models, they also get exposed to a considerable number of relevant reviews.
Thus, they discover information about the issue they are interested in, thereby increasing
productivity.
The models trained by S-CAL focus on one issue faced by a particular app. However,
these issues are not unique to one app and are often shared by multiple apps which provide
similar features and functionality. For example, we look at two apps, ‘Trulia Rentals’ and
‘Auto Trader’. The former is an app where users can search for house rentals, whereas
the latter focuses on sale of cars. Both these apps provide a search functionality, where
users can filter results based on location, price, etc. Both apps face complaints and feature
requests about these filters. User requests are to increase the number of available filters,
or they complain about the performance of the existing ones. We investigate the reuse of
a model trained on one app across multiple apps that face the same issue, directly or with
additional training on the target app reviews.
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3.1 Experiments
We designed two major experiments to investigate the two major aspects of our proposal.
Our first experiment aimed to evaluate S-CAL as a tool for training models. Our second
experiment aimed to evaluate the re-usability of models built on one app to rank reviews
for another app, and compared the performance against the state of the art in mobile app
review analysis.
3.1.1 User Experiment
In our first experiment, we sought to evaluate S-CAL for two tasks: training ranking
models, and information discovery. To achieve these goals, we performed a controlled
user experiment comparing the performance of ad-hoc keyword search and S-CAL. This
experiment was the first time S-CAL has been evaluated though a user study. In our user
experiment, we aimed to show that S-CAL could identify more unique relevant reviews than
ad-hoc keyword search, and thus is a better tool for discovery than the latter. Precision of
S-CAL was also measured. High precision indicates that the model being built is accurate.
Additionally, it implies that the amount of developer time devoted to filtering out non-
relevant reviews is reduced. The accuracy of the models built was measured via the transfer
learning experiment.
3.1.2 Transfer Experiment
While the user experiment was designed to show that S-CAL is efficient at discovery and
model building, the transfer experiment aimed to investigate the quality and re-usability
of models built using S-CAL. The transfer experiment served two purposes. We evaluated
the accuracy of the models built on a labeled test set of reviews from a target set of apps.
We evaluated whether these models could be reused to rank reviews for a different app
facing the same issue as the source app. We did the performance evaluation using the
model directly to rank reviews and by using it as a base model which learned using a
subset of the target set reviews. Finally, we compared the performance of the pre-trained
models with the performance of two state of the art review analysis tools, ALPACA [66]
and CLAP [63, 56].
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Chapter 4
User Experiment
We evaluated S-CAL through a controlled user study. Our user study was approved by the
University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics (ORE #22288). The main goal we set
for our participants was simple: retrieve as many reviews relevant to the topic as possible.
Our study followed a controlled experimental design. We measured S-CAL against keyword
search implemented using a state of the art relevance model: BM25 [53]. We implemented
a web app with two interfaces, one for S-CAL and one for keyword search. We measured
the performance of S-CAL against keyword search for two main reasons:
• An app developer cannot be expected to have the advanced text analysis skills re-
quired to process and extract insights from a corpus of reviews. However, it is
reasonable to assume that they will be able to create a text file containing all re-
views and use grep to perform keyword searches to try to find reviews containing
information about a particular issue. In our view, keyword search using BM25, sup-
porting features like phrase search, keyword negation, and ‘must’ clauses reflects an
improvement over ‘grep’.
• Part of our goal was to evaluate S-CAL in a user evaluation scenario. Interactive
Search and Judging (ISJ) using ad hoc keyword search has been shown to be able
to form test collections of adequate quality when compared with depth-k-pooling
[17, 55]. Depth-k pooling requires ranked lists from multiple diverse systems, and
thus is not feasible for our study. Hence, comparing the performance of S-CAL
against ad-hoc search using ISJ was one of the best available options.
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Session
Interface
Keyword Search S-CAL
First Participant 1 Participant 2
Second Participant 3 Participant 4
Table 4.1: Assignment of Each App to Participants, Ensuring All Possible Permutations
were Assigned Exactly Once
4.1 User Study Design
In the study, each participant was asked to participate in two sessions, one using the
keyword search interface and one using the S-CAL interface. Each session lasted one hour
but the participant was allowed to stop early if they felt that they had annotated sufficient
reviews to satisfy the information need. Each participant was paid $15 per session, for a
total remuneration of $30. To motivate the participants’ performance, we added a minor
deception to our remuneration model. The participants were told that they would receive
$20 for participation, with another $10 bonus based on accuracy, but everyone was paid
the full amount irrespective of performance.
4.1.1 Order of Assignment
The order in which the sessions were assigned was significant because allowing all partici-
pants to use the same interface first could bias the study. For example, if S-CAL was used
first, participants might have had a better idea of what kind of queries to use for keyword
search. Similarly, if an app was always assigned in the second session, performance of
participants on this app could differ from another app which was always assigned in the
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first session. There were a total of four possible permutations for assigning an app to a
participant, as shown in Table 4.1. The labels on the left indicate assignment order (was
this the first app that this user worked on, or the second). The labels on top indicate
assignment of interface - S-CAL or keyword search. Thus, for 10 apps, there were a total
of 40 permutations. Each app was assigned to four participants, and each participant was
assigned to two apps (for the two different interfaces).
Since participants were assigned different apps for the two sessions, they could not
transfer their knowledge about the app from one interface to the other. This design reduced
potential bias introduced by assignment. This way, we collected four sets of relevance
judgements for each app, with two sets generated using S-CAL, and the remainder coming
from keyword search. Thus, the total number of sessions required was 40 (four for each
app, for 10 apps). We recruited 20 participants, each performing two sessions - one session
using S-CAL and the other, using keyword search.
4.1.2 Instructions for Participants
We explicitly instructed our study participants to try to retrieve as many reviews as they
possibly could. A summary of the instructions is seen below:
1. Each participant is assigned a particular interface (S-CAL or Keyword Search) and
the reviews from a particular app (based on the study design described in Section 4.1).
The assigned interface is to be used to find/classify as many reviews as possible in
one hour. The participant may stop early if they feel that they can not find more
relevant reviews, or if they have found enough.
2. The interface that the participant did not use in the previous, session along with a
different app, is assigned to the participant in the second session. Using the newly
assigned interface, the participant is asked to find/classify as many reviews as possible
for one hour. As before, they may decide to stop early if they believe they can not
find more relevant reviews, or if they have found enough.
The notion of ‘enough reviews retrieved’ was not defined and left at the discretion of the
participants. Additionally, the exact instructions provided to participants can be seen in
Appendix A
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Figure 4.1: Example of an User Review Containing a Star Rating, Title and Comment
4.1.3 Recruitment of Participants
We recruited participants via an android developer mailing list, the CS graduate student
mailing lists at our university, and posters posted in the Computer Science and Engineering
departments. We restricted our participants to those with software development experi-
ence, specifically, mobile app developers, or university students with software development
experience as part of their research or internships. This was to ensure some familiarity
with user-generated bug reports/feature requests. We posited that people belonging to
this demographic were more likely to be able to answer the question “Is this review related
to the issue mentioned in the topic description?”
4.2 Data Set
Our dataset was curated from a corpus of 51 million reviews of 10369 mobile apps in the
Google Play Store, collected between March 2014 and March 2017 [42]. The top 500 apps
for each category in the Play Store at the time were selected for crawling. An open source
crawler was used to collect the data.1 The crawler collected meta-data about apps (e.g.,
developer name/website, version code, date of release, etc), the reviews received and the
.apk application package. Of interest to us were the reviews (figure 4.1). These reviews
have three primary components: the title (blue text in figure 4.1), the review text (black
text) and the star rating, which has a value between 0 and 5. The Play Store also allows
the developer to respond to a review left by a user, but the prevalence of these responses
was low. Nonetheless, in this thesis, the term ‘review’ is used to refer the combination of
these four fields, or a subset containing the star rating, and at least one of the title and
comment fields.
1Play with Google Play API :) https://github.com/Akdeniz/google-play-crawler
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App Name Topic Topic Description
Walk with
Map My
Walk
Issues signing
up
People complained about having issues while signing up. Find
all such complaints that speak of issues during log in/registration
JustWink
Greeting
Cards
Integration
with apps
App users complained about issues related to sharing cards on
facebook. Find complainits related to signup/sharing/syncing
with facebook
Voxer Walkie
Talkie
Messenger
No
Notifications?
App users were concerned they were not being notified for some
messages while others felt they got the same notification over
and over again. Investigate this issue and find complaints that
deal with notifications
Teen Vogue
Me Girl
Costly in-app
purchases
Users complained that some of the downloadable content cost
too much(in game currency, or in-app purchases). Find as many
related comments as you can
Xbox 360
SmartGlass
Can’t
Connect to
XBox
Some people seem to have problems syncing and connecting to
the xbox. Find Complaints that talk about connection/sync
issues
SavingStar -
Grocery
Coupons
Not enough
offers?
Users seem to feel that there are not a lot of offers, and of-
ten these offers don’t work because they got maxed out. Find
complaints that deal with unavailability/low number of offers
Smart
AppLock
(App
Protect)
Fingerprint
authentica-
tion
Users are requesting for fingerprint based authentication. Find
all such feature requests relating to fingerprinting.
Amazing
Spider-Man 2
Live WP
Not enough
options in
free version
A lot of users felt that the app provided very few options in the
free version
iBeer FREE -
Drink beer
now!
Too many adsPeople Kept complaining that the ap shows too many ads, even
for a free app. Find complaints that relate to this
Trulia Rent
Apartments
& Homes
Filtering
results
Customers complained about not being able to filter search re-
sults properly (for example, by price range, or location, due to
lack of options/speed/accuracy/etc). Find complaints related
to this
Table 4.2: Title and Descriptions of Topics Used in the User Experiment
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4.2.1 User Study Topics
For the user study, we selected 10 apps with an average of 9988 reviews per app. The
author created the candidate topics for each app by looking at low-rated reviews for the
app on the Play Store website. A keyword query was then formed and the corpus was
searched using grep for confirmation. Each topic had a title and a short description. This
was to help the participant understand what information was required for a particular
topic. Information about selected apps and the associated topic is summarized in Table
4.2.
4.3 System Description
We created a web app for our user study. It provided two interfaces, one for S-CAL, and
one for keyword search. We built a backend server hosting services for keyword search and
S-CAL, as well as a service to keep track of users responses.
4.3.1 S-CAL Interface
The interface for S-CAL was simple. We showed the participant the title, rating (between
one to five stars), and comment text for a review, and provided two buttons to indicate
their relevance judgement. We provided the participant a synthetic review constructed
from the topic description (as per Algorithm 1, Step 1) to initialize the learner.
To further explain what a participant was expected to do, we imagine Bob, using the
S-CAL interface to retrieve reviews for MapMyWalk (Figure 4.2). He starts off with a
synthetic review, which is shown just above the review (e.g., query shown in figure 4.2:
“can’t signup sign up”). He clicks on ‘start marking’, and reviews begin to appear. To
navigate to the next review, Bob must mark the current review either as relevant, or non-
relevant. He continues this process for an hour, or until he is satisfied he has retrieved
enough reviews.
The preprocessing steps for S-CAL were as follows:
1. Tokenize words according to the regex: [A-Za-z0-9]+
2. Filter out tokens that appear only once
3. Stem tokens using Porter stemmer
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Figure 4.2: S-CAL Interface Showing a MapMyWalk Review
4. Apply TF-IDF weighting according to Formula 2.1
On the backend, we used a package provided by Cormack and Grossman [13] wrapped
around using a REST API. The Machine Learning algorithm used in the S-CAL package
is logistic regression. The implementation available in Sofia-ml was used in the package.2.
The implementation of S-CAL in the package had a small number of differences from
Algorithm 1.
1. The cycle was repeated for a maximum of 100 iterations, or till U , the uniform sample
of documents was exhausted.
2. Normally, this would mean that at most b× 100 documents would get shown. How-
ever, in the implementation used, if the number of relevant reviews returned in a
particular iteration is 0, then the next iteration is not sampled: all B highest scoring
reviews are shown to the participant.
The regularization parameter lambda was set to .0001 and dimensionality was set to
1100000. These parameters were the default parameters in the S-CAL package provided.
We set the b parameter to 5, i.e., at most five reviews were shown in each iteration for
annotation as long as at least one review was marked relevant in the previous iteration (as
mentioned in item 2 of the list above).
2Sofia-ML: a fast machine learning library for regression, classification and ranking, available at https:
//code.google.com/archive/p/sofia-ml/
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4.3.2 Search Interface
Our keyword search interface was slightly more complicated and provided more options.
The features are summarized below:
1. Users could input a query using a text-box, and results were displayed on the page
as shown in Figure 4.3.
2. Users could choose to annotate or ignore a review. This is different from S-CAL,
where participants had to respond to all reviews S-CAL selected for annotation. As
in S-CAL, participants could mark a review relevant, or non-relevant.
3. We also provided the option of bulk-coding all reviews above a certain review. This
is similar to thresholding, where the participant selects a value for score, above which
all documents are considered relevant.
4. Keyword Search supported complex keyword queries. ‘+’ could be used to indicate
that a word must be present, ‘-’ was used to indicate a word must not be present,
and quotes were used to indicate exact-phase search. The plus and minus operators
could be used in combination with phrase search.
5. Once the participant reached the end of the search results, they could load more
reviews using a button.
6. The interface provided an option to hide reviews that were already annotated. This
situation arose if a particular review appeared in the results of multiple queries. If a
review marked before appeared in a new search, it remained highlighted as shown in
Figure 4.3.
To illustrate a participant’s experience using the keyword search interface, we imagine
Alice searching for notification issues regarding the JustWink Greetings Card app as shown
in Figure 4.3. In the beginning, Alice sees only a text box to enter a query. Upon entering
a query, 10 results are loaded onto our page. Alice now has the option of marking these
relevant or non-relevant according to her judgement. However, providing judgements for
each document is not compulsory. Alice could mark only relevant reviews, completely
ignoring the non-relevant ones. Once Alice has marked a document, she can choose to hide
it using the filtering options provided: she can filter out all documents she has already
marked, only those she marked relevant, or only those she marked non-relevant. These
options were provided to help Alice focus on the task at hand, without being distracted
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Figure 4.3: Interface for Keyword Search Showing Results for JustWink App
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by documents she had previously marked. At any point, Alice could enter a completely
new query and start a new search, or load more results once she has seen the top 10. She
continues doing this for an hour, or until she is satisfied with her work.
On the backend, we indexed our dataset using ElasticSearch.3 The preprocessing steps
were as follows:
1. Reviews were tokenized using the standard Unicode Text Segmentation algorithm.
2. Tokens were stemmed using the Lovin’s stemmer.
3. Standard English stopwords were removed and HTML characters were stripped.
4. Given a query q, we scored each document using BM25 similarity (formula 2.2)
5. Each part of the review (Title, Comment, and Reply Text) was analysed and given
equal weights.
3ElasticSearch: https://www.elastic.co/
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Chapter 5
Transfer Experiment
We used transfer learning to simulate scenarios where app developers reuse models trained
for different (source) apps to rank reviews from their own (target) app. There are two
scenarios possible. If the model trained on the source app can rank the reviews for the
target with high precision and recall, then no further training is necessary, and the model
can be used as is. However, if the developers are not satisfied with the output, they may
decide to perform additional training on the target set. We simulated both scenarios in
our transfer experiments. We also compared the performance of two state of the art tools
that are used for review analysis against models trained using S-CAL.
5.1 Data Set
We performed the transfer learning experiments using a data set curated from the corpus of
51 million reviews described in Section 4.2. We loaded the entire corpus into ElasticSearch
and performed searches using the candidate queries we used to create topics. We aggregated
the top results by app to get a count of the reviews, and selected five target apps where
estimated prevalence suggested class imbalance. These five target apps belonged to similar
categories as the source apps. We elected to proceed with just five apps for the test
set as we were unable to pair the remaining five apps with reasonable effort. Candidate
queries for some topics were very generic. For example, for ‘JustWink Greeting Cards’
the reviews returned by the query did not complain about the topic associated with the
app, and we were not able to reformulate this query to get a reasonably accurate estimate.
At the other extreme was ‘Microsoft Smartglass’ which was the only app in our database
which is capable of connecting to an X-Box, and thus the only one with issues syncing
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Target App Name Source App Name
Relevant Reviews
Test Set (R) Train Set
AppLock Smart AppLock 7 2
AutoTrader -Cars for Sale Trulia Rentals 35 17
Stupid Zombies 2 iBeer Free 11 3
Gmail Voxer Messenger 8 4
Earn Money SavingStar 5 4
Table 5.1: Test Set Apps
with one. While some of these pairs of apps have different goals, they provide similar
features. For example, ‘Trulia Rentals’ is used for buying, selling and renting homes,
while ‘AutoTrader - Cars for Sale’ does the same for cars. However, they both provide
functionality to search for a particular type of car or home, and options to filter the result
lists returned. Similarly, ‘Voxer Messenger’ is an instant messaging platform whereas
‘Gmail’ is a mail client. However, both these apps provide push notifications whenever
there is a new message or email, which is an issue related to both apps.
For the test set, we randomly sampled 400 reviews from each of the five selected apps
and the author then labeled this dataset in random order. Thus, we had a total of 2000
reviews in the test set, of which 66 were relevant. For the experiments (see Sections 5.2.2
and 5.2.3) with additional training on target data, we created a training set by randomly
sampling 200 reviews for each app from the set of reviews that remained unselected. This
set was labeled by the author in random order. Out of the 1000 reviews in the training
set, 30 reviews were marked relevant. Information about the data set is available in Table
5.1.
For the model mapping phase, we preprocessed the test set reviews following the method
described in Section 4.3.1. To get the vector representations, we fit the reviews from the
target app to the tf-idf model calculated on the source app reviews. All out-of-vocabulary
words were ignored.
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5.2 Experiments
5.2.1 Direct Transfer
In the direct transfer experiment, we took the models trained on the source app reviews,
and directly used them to rank the target app reviews. This simulated the scenario when
an app developer directly uses a model pre-trained for reviews of a different app to rank
reviews for their app. In this scenario, the two apps provided similar functionality and were
likely to face similar issues. For each target app, we had two models trained on the source
app by two different participants during the user experiment. We ranked 400 reviews from
each of the five target apps using both models. For evaluation, we measured r-precision of
the ranked list, and also report recall at integer multiples of R.
5.2.2 Additional Training
Even if multiple apps receive reviews complaining about the same feature, models trained
on reviews from one app might not necessarily perform well on those from another app. In
such a situation, app developers would have two choices.
1. They could start training a model from scratch using S-CAL. This scenario was
simulated in our User Experiment.
2. They could use an existing model (source model), and use labeled reviews from their
app (i.e., the target app) to further tune the the model. This scenario corresponds
to a transfer learning task with additional training on target app reviews.
We simulated the second scenario in this experiment. We performed additional training
in two stages. For the first stage, we used only 100 of the 200 reviews in the training set.
We repeated this experiment with the remaining 100. In the second stage, we used all
200 target set training reviews to perform additional training on the models. Here, we
wanted to show that model accuracy can be improved by training our models on target set
reviews. Increasing the amount of target data the source model trains on would increase
performance. We expected to see the models trained with all 200 reviews to outperform
the models trained with only 100.
We took the two models trained by participants in our experiment for each source
app and we perform additional training. Then, we use the models trained to rank the
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400 target app test set reviews. We report R-Precision, and plot curves showing recall at
integer thresholds of R. The results from the first stage was conducted for both folds of
100 target set reviews, and the results averaged.
5.2.3 Additional Sampled Training
Using a random sample of reviews for additional training added a large number of non-
relevant reviews to the dataset, but only a few relevant ones. One method CAL and S-CAL
use to deal with the class imbalance is to under-sample the negative class. We simulated
this scenario as well. This scenario corresponded to a developer providing a small sample
of relevant reviews identified using an arbitrary method, along with a comparable number
of randomly selected non-relevant reviews. The positive reviews could be identified by just
looking at reviews with low ratings, whereas a small sample of reviews could be labeled to
identify the negative dataset. Another approach developers can take to create the training
set to generate synthetic reviews.
For this experiment, we added all reviews marked relevant by the author to the set
used for additional training. We performed two sets of experiments. In the first one, we
randomly selected 2Rtrain non relevant reviews, where Rtrain was the number of relevant
reviews present in the 200 reviews selected for additional training for each app. We then
performed additional training with these 3Rtrain reviews on the base models trained by
participants and used it to rank the reviews in the test set. We then repeated the experi-
ment with 5Rtrain randomly sampled non-relevant reviews as opposed to 2Rtrain. Finally,
we report R-Precision and plot the values of recall at integer multiples of R. Additionally,
since random selection was used to create the training sets, we repeated each of the two
experiments 100 times and report the mean.
5.2.4 Comparison Study
We performed a study comparing the performance of the transferred models with state-of-
the art methods used for review analysis. When selecting tools for comparison, we focused
on tools that either provided a ranked list of app reviews, or clustered reviews into specific
topics. We chose to ignore studies that focused simply on classifying reviews into broad
categories (for example, ARDOC [50]) since the problem we are investigating is discovery
of specific issues.
We reached out to the authors of papers describing three tools: MARK [65], CLAP [63,
56], and AR-Miner [8]. These tools were not an exhaustive list of tools that satisfied our
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criteria, but the authors of the respective papers have showed that the performance of their
tools are state of the art, and at least as good as the other options. Among these, we did
not hear back from the authors of AR-Miner, and the authors of MARK recommended
using ALPACA [66], which is a tool built on top of their previous research, with more
features than MARK. Thus, we perform our experiments using ALPACA and CLAP.
MARK and ALPACA
MARK was built as a framework for semi-supervised analysis of user reviews in mobile app
stores. Users can describe a topic they are interested in by providing a set of keywords.
MARK uses word2vec [44] word embeddings to find keywords similar to the keywords
entered by the user. The user can also use the set of keywords, original or expanded,
to retrieve reviews related to the topic. ALPACA is an expansion of the capabilities of
MARK. ALPACA uses linguistic pattern mining to identify meaningful patterns in reviews,
and then uses these patterns to identify intentions. A pattern is defined as a sequence of
functional words and POS-tag placeholders such that different words can be inserted to
form different sentences which convey the same intent. Reviews are then matched with
patterns and filtered the same way as MARK, using expanded keywords. The output
returned by ALPACA is a list of reviews that match extracted patterns and filtered using
supplied topic keywords as shown in Figure 5.2.4.
The authors of ALPACA provided a Java GUI application of their tool. We used their
tool without modification for our experiments. The experiment set-up was quite simple.
We transformed the test set reviews into the format used by ALPACA, and loaded it into
their GUI tool. We ran pattern extraction, keyword expansion and opinion extraction, and
ALPACA returned a list of reviews that matched the extracted patterns and contained the
keywords present. The seed keywords used for extraction were the same as the candidate
queries used to generate topics as described in Section 4.2. We extracted opinions using
both original and expanded keyword sets. Since the output is a list of reviews, we could
use ranked list evaluation metrics to evaluate the results. We report R-Precision and recall
at thresholds that were integer multiples of R.
CLAP: Crowd Listener for Release Planning
CLAP is a framework that detects and prioritizes app issues to help developers plan future
app releases. It achieves this goal through three main steps. First, a classifier classifies
the reviews into the categories ‘Bug Report’, ‘Feature Suggestion’ or ‘Non-Functional Re-
quirement’. The last class is further subdivided into performance, energy security and
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Figure 5.1: ALPACA Final Output for the Autotrader App, Showing the Expanded Key-
word Set and Retrieved Reviews
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usability issues. This classification is done using a Random Forest Classifier trained on a
labeled dataset. The reviews classified as ‘Bug Reports’ or ‘Feature Suggestion’ are then
clustered to form topics using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm. Finally, these clusters
are prioritized using features generated using ratings of reviews in a cluster, the size and
the variation in metadata of the reviews (e.g., the number of unique devices from which
the reviews originated). In Figure 5.2.4, we show the output for the ‘Stupid Zombies 2’.
The final output is a set of clusters, identified by keywords, containing one or more reviews
that report the same issue (bug report or feature suggestion). All reviews that are not
classified into any of the three main categories are present in the ‘other’ category.
The authors of CLAP provide a web-app for users who wish to use their framework.
The process is completely automated, and once reviews are uploaded, their framework
automatically categorizes and clusters reviews and prioritizes these clusters. However,
since no ranked lists are returned, rank-based performance metrics could not be used to
compare performance. We used a two-fold evaluation strategy to evaluate the results
obtained from CLAP. If there was a cluster which accurately describes the topic we were
interested in, then we reported precision and recall for that cluster. However, if there were
no clusters representing our topic of interest, we considered the reviews reported as a bug
report, feature suggestion or non-functional requirement as the positive class, and report
precision and recall. Our intuition behind treating all these classes as the same positive
class was simple: if developers were to discover the issue of interest using CLAP, they
would have to have read through at least all the reviews classified by CLAP into one of
the major categories. Thus, it seemed reasonable to report the precision and recall of this
set.
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Figure 5.2: CLAP Tool Interface, Showing Output for Stupid Zombies 2 app, Focused on
Feature Requests
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 User Experiment
We recruited 20 participants for our study. During these sessions, participants took an
average of 12 minutes and 19 seconds to mark 100 reviews (min 5:57, max 28:48) while
using the S-CAL interface and provided 9740 judgments in total. For the User Evaluation,
we simply assume that the user’s judgment is correct. This assumption simply meant we
were evaluating S-CAL from the participant’s perspective; we measured how accurate the
participant found S-CAL to be. We also measured the effectiveness of S-CAL at the task of
discovering unique relevant reviews, and we compared this performance against Keyword
Search. We also report inter-participant agreement.
6.1.1 S-CAL Precision
The goal of this evaluation is to measure the participant’s impression of accuracy. The
rationale was that the developers could use S-CAL to find relevant reviews to label. This
could be to create a model or to manually peruse these reviews and identify more infor-
mation about the issue. We wanted S-CAL to show as many reviews to the participant as
possible and the vast majority of these reviews to be relevant (i.e., the ranked list should
have high precision at low ranks).
Precision at K is the fraction of reviews viewed (K) that were judged relevant. Since
it was compulsory for participants to mark every review shown to them by S-CAL, we can
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Figure 6.1: Trends for P@K for 1 ≤ K ≤ 100
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calculate Precision at K by using the formula below.
P@K =
|r ∈ Rel : rank(r) ≤ K|
K
where Rel is the set of reviews marked relevant, and the ranking is the order in which
reviews were shown to the participant. Since we had two sets of relevance judgments for
each app, we averaged the Precision at K for each K between 1 and 100. In Figure 6.1,
we show the trend of Precision at K for the 10 apps from 0 to 100. The average precision
after 50 results is 81.69%, and after 100 results it drops to 78.65%. We can see in general
that precision after 100 results varies between 70% and 95% with one outlier, ‘JustWink
Greeting Cards’, on which precision was only 50% after rank 100.
Further investigation showed that precision on Keyword Search for ‘JustWink’ was
extremely low as well, with only 38 reviews being marked relevant out of 760 viewed
by one participant, whereas the other participant viewed a total of 3150 reviews, again
marking only 38 of them relevant. It is possible that the difficulty for this topic was higher
than for the others. Nevertheless, precision for S-CAL was high for all other apps.
We chose not to perform precision analysis in a similar way for Keyword Search since
participants had a learning curve while figuring out which queries to use for a topic, and
thus, it did not seem to be a fair comparison. We highlight this with one example from
a participant on for the app ‘Xbox 360 SmartGlass’ searching for ‘synchronization issues
with an X-Box’. This participant started off with combinations of the words ‘xbox’ and
‘sync’. The first 10 reviews were all negative. After going through 130 reviews with little
or no success, he changed his query to ‘connect’ and got a precision of 96% for his first
50 results. With the correct query, the participant attained a high precision, but it took
him quite a bit of time to reach the correct query. This can cause very low precision at
the start. This is expected behavior for search and might be one reason pointing to the
superiority of S-CAL in terms of efficiency, usability, and learnability. 1
6.1.2 Unique Documents
We wanted users to be able to discover the most information possible in a fixed period
of time, and seeing more relevant reviews was one indication of this. We evaluated the
performance of S-CAL against keyword search. We compare the number of unique relevant
reviews retrieved by each method. Here, uniqueness was defined as being retrieved by one
1The property of software that allows users to learn how to use it: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Learnability
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method only: if a review was found using S-CAL but not using Keyword Search, it counted
as a unique review found using S-CAL. Since instructions given to participants were the
same, if participants using S-CAL found more unique relevant reviews, this would be
indicative of the superiority of S-CAL.
We considered the set of all reviews judged for a particular app. There were three
categories: reviews that were only retrieved using S-CAL, documents that were only re-
trieved using keyword search, and reviews retrieved by both. Let set Sscal denote reviews
found by S-CAL, Ssearch denote those found by keyword search and ‘\’ be the set difference
operation. Then, we can find the quantities above according to the following formulae:
S1 = Sscal \ Ssearch
S2 = Ssearch \ Sscal
S3 = Ssearch ∩ Sscal
We considered a review to be in Ss−cal if at least one participant judged it to be relevant.
We constructed Ssearch in a similar manner. In cases where the two users disagreed (one
marked a review relevant, while the other marked it non-relevant), we considered it to be
relevant. To test for significance, we conducted the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test 2 on the
cardinalities of each set.
In Figure 6.2, we report the cardinalities of these three sets as a box plot. From the
figure, one can deduce that S-CAL generally found more relevant reviews than keyword
search. The average value of |S1| was 220.7 (min 12, max 898, median 184) whereas for
keyword search, the average was 75.7 (min 8, max 241, median 112.5). This difference is
statistically significant; the difference between the two distributions was significant with a
P-Value of 0.00694 and a Z value of -2.711 on the Wilcoxon test.
The outlier in this result was Microsoft SmartGlass. One participant marked 863
documents relevant for S-CAL. The most relevant documents found using Keyword Search
was also found for X-Box SmartGlass. Thus, it would be reasonable to surmise that this
was a relatively easy topic, with easy indicator words such as ‘connect’ as mentioned in
the previous section. Again, the hardest topic was the complaint for JustWink, which had
S1 = 231, and S2 = 26. This demonstrates that even for hard topics, S-CAL outperformed
keyword search.
Additionally, we found that participants were able to learn and use the advanced query
syntax provided by our interface. We noticed that the median number of distinct words
2Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test http://www.socscistatistics.com/tests/signedranks/Default2.
aspx
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Figure 6.2: Box Plot Showing the Number of Unique reviews Found by S-CAL(S1), Key-
word Search(S2), and Found by Both(S3)
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used in queries by a participant was 7 (min 1, max 91). The participants were able to use
advanced search features as well with a median of 10 (min 1, max 115) distinct queries
performed by the participants using the search interface. However, keyword search had a
learning curve and took some getting used to. Even if users of keyword search were experts
at using the search interface, it is likely that they would still not know which query would
yield high precision. However, when using S-CAL, only one relevant review or a simple
search query is required to initialize the learner. The learner learns about additional words
and terms to apply from the responses of the user.
6.1.3 Inter-Participant Agreement
High inter-participant agreement has been considered in the past to be an indicator of the
quality of judgements [2, 58]. While there will be differences in opinion for a small fraction
of reviews, participants should have agreed about a vast majority of the reviews that they
annotate. We calculated inter-participant agreement as described in the TREC 2006 Legal
Track overview [2]. We calculated Cohen’s Kappa according to the following formulae:
Kappa =
po − pe
1− pe
where
po =
n00 + n11
n
,
pe =
(n00 + n01)(n00 + n10)
n2
+
(n11 + n01)(n11 + n10)
n2
n00 is the number of reviews participants agree are non-relevant, n01, n10 are cases
of disagreement, n11 are reviews where both participants agree are relevant, and n is the
sum of these quantities. Mean Kappa for S-CAL was 0.46, which is within limits of
values expected for NIST assessors reviewing document collections for the Text Retrieval
Conferences [58, 2]. In Figure 6.3, we show a box plot of p0 for various combinations,
and these values are within ranges seen in previous TREC tasks. This can be seen as
possible evidence of accuracy: If people agreed on their judgments more often than not,
these judgments should have a high probability of being the correct judgment.
Qualitatively, we can also argue that the notion of true relevance is not important to us
for the user evaluation, i.e., if a participant labeled a review is relevant, then they believed
that the review contained some information related to the issue described in the topic. We
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Figure 6.3: Box Plot Showing Agreement Between Participants Using S-CAL, Keyword
Search, and Between S-CAL and Keyword Search Interfaces
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provided clear instruction stating that a review should be marked relevant if and only if
the participant felt that the review contained information about the issue. Thus, if the
participant was to be a developer of that app, they would have obtained some information
by seeing this review. Disagreements would arise due to the variation in strictness between
participants’ notions of relevance. An example can be seen in this review for ‘Trulia Rent
Apartments & Homes’: one participant using S-CAL marked the following review relevant,
while the other marked it non-relevant.
”Hate that you can’t change price to your liking
Also I hate that it spams you with other building out of your price range.”
A strict reviewer could mark this review as irrelevant as there is no mention of the word
‘filter’, but one could also argue that this issue could be fixed if there were better filtering
options and hence should be marked as relevant. This decision could only be made by the
actual developer of the app.
6.2 Transfer Experiment
6.2.1 Direct Transfer
We evaluate the test set reviews ranked using the models trained using S-CAL using R-
Precision. Table 6.1 shows the the values of R-Precision for each app for two different
models trained by two different participants during the user experiment. The highest R-
Precision reported was for the app Stupid Zombies (R = 11). 10 out of the 11 relevant
reviews were ranked in the top 11 by both models. AutoTrader, the target app with the
highest number of relevant reviews in the test set (R = 35), has moderately high recall
at R, with the two different retrieving 28 and 26 reviews respectively. Macro-average of
R-Precision is 71.82%. This value for is similar to the values observed for manual and
automatic runs at the TREC 2016 Total Recall Track [28], and competes with BMI, which
is an implementation of CAL with full human intervention [28].
In Figure 6.4 we look at the recall past R. The value on the y-axis is the average
value of recall from the two models. The macro-average for recall across all apps at 2R is
76.92%, and rises to 77.5% at 3R. The low scores are easily explained by looking at the
results for the ‘Earn Money’, which appears to be an outlier with a constant value of recall
(40%). However, if we look the other apps, the macro-averages for recall at 2R and 3R
are 96.16% and 96.87% respectively, which are in the same range as reported in the TREC
Total Recall tracks.
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Figure 6.4: Plot Showing Recall at R, 2R, and 3R of Models Trained Using S-CAL Used
Directly for Ranking on Test Set
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App Name Model 1 Model 2
Autotrader - Cars For Sale 80.00 74.29
AppLock 85.71 85.71
Stupid Zombies 2 90.91 90.91
Gmail 62.50 62.50
Earn Money 40.00 40.00
Table 6.1: R-Precision of Models Trained Using S-CAL Used Directly for Ranking on Test
Set
Discussion
Though the topic was same, there were significant differences in the reviews marked relevant
by the first author for the app ‘Earn Money’ and those marked relevant by participants
for the paired ‘SavingStar App’. Reviews from the SavingStar app were similar to the
example shown below; they were generally long, positive, and pointed out that they just
wanted more options.
It’s got the right idea.
I wish the offers were more extensive. But none the less, the app has the right
idea and is on the right track. Just keep adding offers! And I have had zero
issues with app failure thus far!! Thank you for that!
However, for Earn Money, the reviews were shorter, often less than five words. Both
models ranked the following review from Earn Money as 1:
Wish it had more options Still getting used to it
However, the other reviews were all short, had no clear sentiment and the vocabulary
match was not strong as shown below.
No offers by now..why? Nice app
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This mismatch can possibly explain the low value of recall for Earn Money. This could
be due to suboptimal source model selection. A developer faced with such a scenario
has different options. He could perform additional training using the base model. If the
performance still does not improve, he can conclude that model selection was flawed and
go back to the selection of a source model. Alternatively, he could choose to start fresh or
restart from model selection at any point during his analysis.
6.2.2 Additional Training
There were two sets of performance evaluations performed for the additional training ex-
periment. The first set is the evaluation of the models trained with 100 additional reviews
and then averaged. The second set is the evaluation of the ranked lists returned by the
models which were trained with 200 additional reviews from the target app. Since we had
two models trained by participants during our user experiment for each source app, we
have two sets of results for each. R-Precision of these models is presented in Table 6.2.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the values of recall at thresholds of integer multiples of R. The
plots show the recall for each app; we aggregate the values by grouping them together using
the target app, and plot the mean recall for each app. The macro-averaged R-Precision
is 61.00% after training on 100 additional reviews, whereas after training on 200 addi-
tional reviews, it increases to 65.57%. There is a noticeable improvement in performance
after training on more reviews at higher thresholds as well. This is shown by the plots in
Figures 6.5 and 6.6. The values of recall for models trained on 200 additional target set
reviews are higher than or equal to those trained on only 100 extra target app reviews. We
also notice an improvement for the ‘Earn Money’ app, which reaches a maximum recall of
80% at a rank threshold of only 2R after training with the additional 200 reviews from the
target app.
Discussion
The performance on the test set with additional training is lower than the performance of
models without additional training for at least two of the five apps. ‘Gmail’ definitely sees
negative transfer after additional training, whereas ‘Stupid Zombies 2’ has slightly lower
precision up to a threshold of 2R. A drop in performance is also seen for the ‘AutoTrader’
app, though after training on all the 200 reviews, it sees an improvement on the performance
of the directly transfered models. However, in general, there is an increase in performance
with increasing size of the training set of target app reviews.
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Figure 6.5: Plot Showing Recall at R, 2R, and 3R of Models Trained Using S-CAL with
Additional Training on 100 Target App Reviews on Test Set
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Figure 6.6: Plot Showing Recall at R, 2R, and 3R of Models Trained Using S-CAL with
Additional Training on 200 Target App Reviews on Test Set
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App Name
Train Set: 100 Train Set: 200
Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2
Autotrader - Cars For Sale 54.28 54.28 77.14 77.14
AppLock 71.42 71.42 85.71 85.71
Stupid Zombies 2 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82
Gmail 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50
Earn Money 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00
Table 6.2: R-Precision of Models with Additional Training Using Target App Reviews on
Test Set
6.2.3 Additional Sampled Training
Table 6.3 shows the mean R-Precision of the experiment repeated 100 times. The macro-
averaged R-Precision is 59.66% with 2R non-relevant training examples and 61.41% with
5R. In Figure 6.7, we plot the mean recall at R, 2R and 3R with additional training using
all relevant training examples and 2R non-relevant ones. As with our previous experiment,
there is negative transfer for Gmail, and Stupid Zombies 2 at lower thresholds. While
‘Stupid Zombies 2’ almost reaches 100% recall at 3R, ‘Applock’ show losses in performance
throughout the ranked list. Conversely, there is a consistent improvement in performance
on reviews from ‘Autotrader’ and ‘Earn Money’ throughout the ranked list. Figure 6.8
shows the results obtained for the experiment with 5R randomly selected non-relevant
examples in the training set. While there is slight improvement in performance observed
for all apps, there is a significant increase in the performance of ‘Applock’, which approaches
100% recall on average at a threshold of 3R. Mysteriously however, recall for Gmail still
remains much lower than what we observed in the direct transfer experiment.
Discussion
For both experiments on additional training, we notice a large variation in values of recall
at all thresholds. The most likely reason is that performance depends on the set of negative
examples provided for training. However, adding more training data had a positive impact
on recall at all thresholds. This is consistent with the observation made in the previous
experiment as well, where the recall was higher when training with 200 additional reviews,
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Figure 6.7: Plot Showing Recall at Thresholds of R, 2R, and 3R on Test Set with
Additional Training on R Relevant and 2R Non-Relevant Target App Reviews
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Figure 6.8: Plot Showing Recall at Thresholds of R, 2R, and 3R on Test Set with
Additional Training on R Relevant and 5R Non-Relevant Target App Reviews
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App Name
Mean R-Precision
2R 5R
Autotrader - Cars For Sale 85.47 88.27
AppLock 62.00 64.07
Stupid Zombies 2 70.09 70.18
Gmail 32.75 36.31
Earn Money 48.00 48.20
Table 6.3: R-Precision of Models with Additional Training Using Randomly Sampled Tar-
get App Reviews on Test Set. 2R and 5R indicates the number of randomly sampled
negative examples in the training set
as compared to only 100. Thus, we can argue that even if there is a drop in accuracy at
the start, when a developer decides to perform additional training, it is highly likely that
with enough training, the performance will be better than that of the base model, and it
is also likely to reach that stage faster than if the developer were to start from scratch.
One probable cause for the loss in performance when additional training is performed
is the introduction of noise via the randomly sampled target app reviews. In case models
already had good performance, adding randomly sampled data added noise to a model
which is already stable. However, in cases where the initial performance was low, the
additional data provided enough extra information that the overall performance managed
to increase. While not tested, this hypothesis is consistent with all our results.
6.2.4 Comparison Experiment
ALPACA
We evaluated ALPACA in the same manner as our other transfer learning experiments.
Table 6.4 shows the R-Precision of ranked lists of reviews returned by ALPACA for the
target set apps. For Autotrader, only 31 and 27 reviews were returned using and without
using expansion respectively. Hence, we report the recall for this app. ALPACA performs
the best for AutoTrader, which is also the app with the highest prevalence. Recall for
ALPACA is only slightly lower than the Recall at a rank threshold of R for direct transfer.
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App Name
R-Precision
With Expansion
R-Precision
Without Expansion
Gmail 12.50 25.00
AutoTrader - Cars for Sale 71.42* 65.71*
Smart Applock 28.57 14.28
Earn Money 0.00 0.00
Stupid Zombies 2 0.00 0.00
Table 6.4: R-Precision of Ranked Lists Returned by ALPACA. * The values for ‘Auto-
Trader’ are values of recall, since ALPACA returned fewer than R reviews in total.
ALPACA was unable to retrieve any relevant reviews for the app ‘Earn Money’, which is
the app with the lowest scores for recall in the direct transfer experiment.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the recall at thresholds of multiples of R. Since the number
of reviews retrieved for ‘AutoTrader’ was less than R, we plotted the value of recall at the
end of the ranked list, and show it as a green ‘’ in the plots. While there was no difference
in the recall values obtained for ‘Earn Money’ and ‘Stupid Zombies 2’, ‘Smart AppLock’
showed improvement when using expansion and ‘Gmail’ showed slightly lower recall at
lower rank thresholds. Performance of ALPACA using keyword expansion was better
than the performance of ALPACA using only seed keywords for all apps but ‘Gmail’. We
investigate this further by looking at the expanded keyword sets returned by ALPACA. The
seed keyword input was ‘notification’, which was expanded to ‘filter, notification, reply’.
We looked closer, and found that one review was requesting ways to filter notifications.
This review is shown below:
What I’d really like to see is a way to filter notifications from this app so
that maybe Important messages generate a notification, perhaps filtering from
contacts as well. Any chance this can be a reality sometime
ALPACA caught on to this, and then retrieved a few more reviews that requested filters
for various other aspects of the app (e.g., emails, contacts, etc). The keyword ‘reply’ had
a similar effect and this caused the overall focus of ALPACA to slightly shift away from
notification issues, causing a drop in R-Precision. However, this is a minor issue as it can
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Figure 6.9: Plot showing Recall at Thresholds of R, 2R, and 3R for ALPACA. Here,
expanded topic keywords were used to generate ranked list. ALPACA returned only 31
reviews for Autotrader, thus, only one point is shown.
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Figure 6.10: Plot showing Recall at Thresholds of R, 2R, and 3R for ALPACA. Here, topic
keywords without expansion were used to generate ranked list. ALPACA returned only 27
reviews for Autotrader, so we only plot one point.
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be fixed by manually selecting keywords from the set expanded by ALPACA with minimal
effort.
The evaluation metric scores of ALPACA in either setting is consistently lower than
those in the direct transfer experiment. In the direct transfer experiment, four out of the
five apps have a recall of greater than 85% at a rank threshold of 2R, while three out of these
five apps reached a recall of 100% before the 3R threshold is reached. Transferred models
with additional training also performed better than ALPACA in most cases. ‘Gmail’ had
almost similar levels of recall, whereas for ‘AutoTrader’, performance by ALPACA beat
some instances of our additional training experiments at a threshold of R. It is also worth
noting that ALPACA had the best performance for ‘AutoTrader’, which is the app that
had a much higher prevalence than all the other apps in our target set.
CLAP
As described in Section 5.2.4, our approach for evaluating CLAP was two-fold. First, we
investigated whether any of the issues we were looking for was reported as a priority task.
However, to our surprise, none of them appeared as a reported issue. In total, 36 out
of the 66 relevant reviews were identified and only 26 clusters out of 214 clusters had at
least one relevant review in it. Since none of the issues were identified as a cluster by
CLAP, we report the precision and recall of the sets reviews which were at least classified
as a bug report, feature request, or non function requirement. This evaluation is reported
in Table 6.5.The precision of S-CAL direct transfer is much better than that of CLAP,
whereas the macro-averaged F1 score is 12.04% for CLAP compared to 71.82% at a rank
threshold of R for direct transfer. Overall, we conclude that models trained using S-CAL
and transferred to a different app show significantly better performance than CLAP. We
ran into multiple challenges when we tried to use CLAP. They included at least one server
crash. The web-app was also unable to process .csv files which had any quotation marks
in them, even if the files were correctly formatted according to accepted standards. The
error messages provided in case of any failure was extremely uninformative, and we were
only able to correct errors in the formatting of the .csv files by contacting the authors of
the paper since the documentation provided did not include any information regarding the
file input format. Another major shortfall we noticed was the exclusiveness of the clusters.
A review could belong to only one cluster. However, this need not be the case, as a user
may have complaints about multiple issues in a single review. Neither ALPACA nor any
of our methods suffer from this limitation.
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App Name
Number of Clusters
Precision Recall
Bug Report Feature Request
Autotrader - Cars For Sale 56 19 10.36 57.14
AppLock 26 19 4.34 71.42
Stupid Zombies 2 18 5 12.82 45.45
Gmail 35 24 2.30 25.00
Earn Money 8 4 5.88 40.00
Table 6.5: Statistics from CLAP - Number of Clusters, Precision and Recall
6.2.5 Discussion
The overall performance on the test set seemed to indicate transferability of knowledge
across apps facing the same issue. If app developers were willing to share the models they
train, these could be used by other developers to monitor different apps. If developers were
aware of the presence of an issue, they need only peruse the first few documents in the list
ranked by a model to test the fit. In case there is not a good fit, they can try to train the
model with additional reviews labeled from the ranked list, and try again. According to our
experiments, increasing the amount of data for additional training always helps improve
performance on the target set. However, developers could also repeat the entire process
using a different source app to try and find a better fit. In case none of these approaches
work, they always have the option of starting from scratch, which is the scenario that we
studied in the user experiment.
Upon comparing the results of the direct transfer and additional transfer experiment
with CLAP and ALPACA, we observed that it usually manages to perform as well as AL-
PACA and much better than CLAP. Another takeaway is that our approach incorporates
the positives of both: similar to CLAP, we use supervised learning to improve performance,
and like ALPACA, we allow topics to be defined at any time. While developers will initially
spend time training models, once enough models have been trained, the time required to
get a ranking model up and running for issues should decrease considerably.
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Chapter 7
Related Works
The main focus of this thesis was to present a new framework for app review analysis.
However, the work done was also the first evaluation of the performance of a high-recall
search algorithm (S-CAL) through a controlled user study. Thus, in this chapter, we focus
on presenting the state-of-the-art research conucted on app review analysis in detail, and
in additional, provide a short summary of the latest research in high recall search methods
using active learning.
7.1 Mobile App Review Analysis
One of the first analyses of mobile app reviews was performed in 2012, when Vasa et al.
[62] published two papers studying common trends in reviews [62, 32]. Using a dataset of
about 8.7 million reviews from 17,330 different apps from the Apple App Store, Vasa et al.
[62] reported the lengths of app reviews, and investigated the relationship between the
length of reviews, and the ratings [62]. They concluded that negative reviews are usually
longer than positive ones. Hoon et al. [32] used the same dataset to mine the reviews the
most popular words for different categories of apps [32]. They also studied sentiment and
found that a majority of the reviews with negative polarity they identified had low ratings,
whereas those with positive polarity had higher ratings.
Since 2012, there has been considerable research on analysis of mobile app reviews. In
this chapter, we divide the research on app review analysis into three major categories.
The first category focuses on the classification of such reviews into broad categories (e.g.,
bug report, feature request, etc.) [50, 48, 39, 31]. The second group of research focuses
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on automatically extracting information regarding various topics present in reviews for
specific apps [29, 56, 8, 33, 19]. The third category includes all other research where
mobile app reviews were studied. This includes research which uses analysis of mobile app
reviews to provide supporting evidence for studies focusing on ads [38, 23], security [7, 36]
or permissions [25], and research done on linking app reviews to artifacts related to code
and version control of code [46, 47, 26, 52].
7.1.1 Classification
Maalej and Nabil [39] performed an in-depth analysis of machine learning schemes to
classify reviews [39]. They used multiple features sources (e.g., bag-of-words text rep-
resentation, sentiment score, rating, and length of reviews) combined with multiple text
preprocessing strategies (e.g., lemmatization, stopword removal) and tested these combi-
nations using three different classifiers: Naive Bayes, logistic regression, and decision tree.
An extension of their study [40] also used bigrams mined from text as a feature source.
However, Maalej et al. [40] reported that there was no standout performer among classi-
fiers. Augmenting text data with review metadata helped improve performance for some
classes, whereas stopword removal using standard available lists often caused a loss in ac-
curacy. Guzman et al. [31] also performed a similar experiment using a taxonomy of seven
classes [31]. Their study, however, concluded that artificial neural networks had notice-
ably higher performance than SVMs, logistic regression, and Naive Bayes, whereas the
performance was no worse than that of ensembles created using combinations of classifiers
already trained. Guzman et al. [31] reported accuracy on a manually labeled dataset and
showed neural networks had the best performance for non-ensemble methods, with a mean
F1 score of 0.64, with only a slight increase to 0.65 using ensemble methods.
McIlroy et al. [43] investigated the performance of multiple classification techniques
for the task of multi-label classification of reviews. They created a taxonomy of 14 cate-
gories of reviews, and compared various multi-label classification strategies (e.g., classifier
chaining, binary relevance, pruned sets with threshold estimation, etc) using a variety of
different classifiers (J48, SVM, Naive Bayes). They reported that SVM with pruned sets
and classifier chains performed the best, with a macro-average F1 score of 0.65.
Panichella et al. [50] published a series of papers that focused on building a reusable
classifier for mobile app reviews. In [49]. the authors performed a comprehensive exper-
iment designed to detect which combination of features and classifiers would perform the
best at the task of classification. They focus on five classes: reviews seeking information,
those giving information, bug reports, feature requests, and others. They calculated three
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feature sources: term frequency matrix calculated directly from the reviews, NLP features
extracted by parsing using 246 manually defined linguistic rules, and sentiment features
extracted using Naive Bayes trained on a manually labeled sample set of reviews. They
test J48, SVM, Naive Bayes, logistic regression, and decision tree classifiers. Training was
performed on a sample set of reviews labeled by two separate evaluators and performance
was reported on a held-out test set. The best performance was reported for J48 classifier
using all three data sources, with an F1 score of 0.72. As a follow up, the authors released
the tool AR-DOC [50]. This tool provides a graphical user interface where analysts can
load their reviews and using a set of pre-trained classifiers, perform classification. Models
trained using various combinations of the three features investigated in [49] were pack-
aged as part of the tool. The tool also provides a JAVA API for programmatic usage.
SURF [19] takes the output of AR-DOC and adds topic classification to group reviews into
more fine-grained topics. The authors defined 10 separate topics and built a classifier based
on keyword expansion (using WordNet) and filtering. The output of these two classifiers
together combines to form a summary, which is then reported to the analyst. SURF was
evaluated through a user evaluation study, where participants used SURF and responded
to survey questions regarding performance. The authors reported that most participants
found the tool to be complete in terms of category coverage, useful, and time-saving. An
extension of their work is presented as AUREA [11]. The authors focused on fine-grained
topics and multi-label classification. This addresses the observation that reviews often con-
tain information about multiple issues, and that information available in reviews classified
by AR-DOC are often too broad to be of help to app developers. Classification was done
for 13 different categories. These categories include root causes like mobile device, An-
droid version, usability, UI, performance, battery, etc. A web-app is provided to perform
multi-label classification of upload reviews, and the reported F1 score was 0.793.
7.1.2 Automated Information Extraction
This section deals with research that uses unsupervised learning to present the user with
a report. This report might be topics formed as a result of clustering reviews, or running
topic extraction models. It might also be a set of reviews that describe the topic in ques-
tion. We highlight some innovative and state-of-the-art research done on extracting topics
and clusters in user reviews, summarizing these topics, or ranking reviews for automated
information extraction.
In 2013, Iacob and Harrison [33] introduced MARA, a tool for automatic extraction
and clustering of feature requests from app reviews. The authors created a set of keywords
to heuristically filter reviews which were likely to contain feature requests. Then, the
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authors manually inspected these reviews and identified common linguistic patterns that
were observed in the reviews isolated using keyword filtering. MARA uses these linguistic
rules to determine whether an app review contains a feature request. The authors report
an accuracy of 85% for this step. Then, they used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4]
to create topics and to group the reviews identified in the previous step, and presented
these topics to app developers. These groups of feature requests are then reported to the
analyst. In 2014, they released an updated version of MARA with additional linguistic
rules for identification of bugs. The precision reported on a sample of the outputs was 91%
, whereas for recall, they labeled all reviews of a randomly selected app and reported a
recall of 89% for that app.
Aspect and Sentiment Unification Model (ASUM) [34] is a topic modeling tool that
extends LDA to include sentiment information. Instead of selecting words to represent
a topic as in LDA, ASUM selects pairs of (topic, sentiment). ASUM has been used to
automatically extract topics by Galvis Carren˜o and Winbladh [20]. The authors directly
applied ASUM for topic classification, and compared the results with a manually classified
test set, and reported a maximum F1 score of 80%.
AR-Miner [8] was one of the first tools published that used a pipelined architecture
with multiple components that employed machine learning tools for automated information
extraction. At the heart of the tool is a Naive Bayes Classifier that decides which reviews
are “informative” (defined as being of some use to the developer). The reviews marked
informative are then fed into a topic modeling algorithm. The authors tested both LDA
and ASUM methods, and their evaluation showed that LDA outperformed ASUM. These
groups are then ranked using a combination of features including the number of reviews in
each group, analysis of time series of incoming review volume, and ratings of reviews in each
group. These groups are then visualized. Finally, the authors implemented ranking for
reviews in each group using the rating, review length, and freshness, a function that returns
lower values for older reviews, thus prioritizing new reviews. AR-Tracker [22] attempted to
perform the same task as AR-Miner, but without the additional step of labeling to detect
informative reviews. They compared various topic modeling schemes including LDA, non-
negative matrix factorization, latent semantic indexing, and LDA with Gibb’s sampling
and reported that LDA Gibb’s sampling performed the best.
Guzman and Maalej [30] attempted to identify app features and users’ perception of
these features [30]. Collocation analysis is performed on the corpus of reviews to identify
possible groups of words describing features. The reviews augmented with collocation
information are provided as input to LDA to generate features. The sentiment associated
with each sentence in a review is calculated separately using a dictionary-based algorithm.
The analyst is then presented a report containing the frequencies of sentiment scores for
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each feature. They evaluated the two parts of their framework separately. They reported
an F1 score of .549 and a strong positive correlation between sentiment scores reported by
their method and manual labeling.
PAID [21] is a tool by developed by Gao et al. [21] that used mutual information 1
to generate phrases, and then to cluster them into topics using a dynamic version of
LDA [3]. A semantic score calculated using KL-divergence between topics and phrases,
and a sentiment score based on rating and length of the review in which the phrase is
present in was used to associate phrases representing a topic. Individual reviews within a
topic were ranked based on length and rating, the assumption being that longer reviews
with low ratings were likely to have more information. They reported mean precision for
topics generated using PAID, and the values ranged between 0.56 and 0.77. IDEA [24] is
an extension of this framework using a Adaptively Online LDA(AOLDA), novel variant
of LDA. The input to AOLDA was reviews divided into time-slices, and topic generation
for a particular time-slice depends on the topics present in the previous time-slices. The
Jensen-Shannon divergence of a particular topic over previous time-slices was calculated,
and a topic for the time-slice under investigation was reported if the divergence value was
sufficiently different from the mean divergence for that topic. Phrase selection for topic
representation and ranking of reviews followed the same methodology as PAID.
Finally, Gu and Kim [29] released SUR-Miner, a tool for visualization of users’ per-
ception of features. They first classified reviews into five classes: aspect evaluation, bug
reports, feature requests, praise, and others. Then reviews from each category were fed into
a natural language parser to create a semantic dependency graph. The authors created a
set of predefined rules that extracted aspects (or features) from these dependency graphs.
The sentiments for these features were calculated separately and aspects were added to
create aspect-sentiment pairs. The authors then used a heuristic hierarchical clustering
technique to aggregate these pairs into clusters. They reported F1 scores for individual
components. The scores were 0.75, 0.85, and 0.80 for review classification, aspect-opinion
extract, and sentiment analysis, respectively. They also reported that their method was
superior to the method reported by Guzman and Maalej [30].
7.1.3 Applied Analysis
This avenue of research focuses on the application of the tools and techniques introduced
by the research in the previous two categories. Here, the main focus of research was not
to classify or cluster the reviews, but to extract information about specific classes of issues
1Mutual Information, formula available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual_information
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via the use of the aforementioned techniques. Below, we highlight research that use review
analysis techniques to study user perception of ads, permissions, and security.
App review analysis has been used for research into user’s perception of ads in mobile
apps [23, 38]. Lyu et al. [38] performed keyword filtering to identify reviews regarding
mobile apps, and used those reviews to show users’ perceptions regarding mobile app
reviews. Using the reviews, the authors then derived a set of guidelines for the placement
of ads in apps that could potentially improve the user experience of . Research done by
Gao et al. [23] focused on the user’s perception of the cost of ads in terms of data usage,
battery consumption and computation. They leveraged the tool PAID [21] to extract
phrases describing app issues, and then performed clustering on a word2vec embedding of
these phrases to identify similar topics. They also developed a framework for automated
calculation of the cost of an ad and then correlated the calculated cost to user perception.
Their research suggested that users are more concerned about CPU and memory overhead
than network usage.
Research from Gomez et al. [25] focused on detection of buggy apps [25]. This was
achieved by creating checkers that leveraged patterns in permission requests noticed in
buggy apps. Analysis of app reviews was used to identify apps with permission-related
issues. They used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to generate topic models from reviews,
and manually inspected the topics formed to identify clusters that discussed errors. Error-
suspicious apps were then identified by selecting apps with reviews that discussed at least
one of the topics identified in the previous step. Using this method, they identified 10,658
error-suspicious apps out of 38,781 apps considered in their study. Checkers to detect
buggy apps were created using patterns observed in permissions requested by the error
suspicious apps, and the reported accuracy was approximately 62%.
Kong et al. [36] used app reviews to identify users’ perception of security issues faced
by apps. They argued that while program analysis can reveal most security issues, it
is also important to understand the users’ perceptions, and claim that for identifying
financial issues, review analysis performed better than program analysis. Their app analysis
pipeline uses keyword filtering to identify app reviews, semantic expansion of reviews using
query expansion techniques from information retrieval, and sparse SVM on bag-of-words
representation of expanded reviews for identification of security issues. They reported a
mean accuracy of 94%. Reviews with information about the extracted issues is then fed to
a crowd-sourcing algorithm to determine which of these issues actually exists in an app.
This work was an extension of their previous work [7] which focused on the assignment of
labels to reviews indicating presence of a particular type of security issue.
App reviews have also been used to supplement similarity detection and app search.
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Chen et al. [9] released SimApp [9], a tool targeted at discovering apps which provide
similar functionality. They defined the similarity of apps using multiple types of metadata
(e.g., app description, size, permission overlap, etc.). For app reviews, they used LDA to
generate topic embeddings, and calculate the similarity of the embeddings using a linear
kernel. All sources of similarity were then aggregated via a linear function trained using
stochastic sub-gradient method. Their method had a precision@10 of 76.9%. Park et al. [51]
proposed using app reviews to help users search for apps using functionality [51]. The Play
Store app search engine uses the description and and metadata of an app to build a search
engine. However, not all functionality of an app is listed in it’s description. Thus they
decided to augment the app description using reviews, and performed experiments using
multiple information retrieval models including BM25, query likelihood Language model
and a novel topic model based approach, appLDA. AppLDA used LDA on both the app
description and the app reviews and identified topics in reviews which were also mentioned
in the app description. They reported a significant improvement in retrieval performance
using appLDA over the traditional information retrieval methods they investigated, and
also reported that augmenting app descriptions with review information helped improve
performance.
Recently, there has been a focus on directly linking reviews directly to artifacts like
stack traces or source code modules. Palomba et al. [47] presented research on linking
app reviews to source code artifacts that needed to be changed in order to solve the issue
reported in the app reviews. They used ARDOC to classify the reviews and then filtered
reviews classified as bug reports or feature requests. Source Code was processed separately
using methods that including extracting words from camel case method and variable names
and removal of programming specific words (e.g., for, while, etc). These two data sources
were linked using dice text similarity, and the authors report a precision of 81% in their
experiments. This work was a follow-up to their previous work [46] where the authors
leveraged AR-Miner to identify informative reviews, and then linked them to commits and
issues reported in version control systems used by app developers. As in ChangeAdvisor,
the authors used dice similarity to link issues and commits to user reviews as reported by
AR-Miner. Further research was done by Grano et al. [26]. They attempted to link stack
traces of app crashes directly to reviews. They first classified the reviews into a hierarchy
of classes, with the top level dealing with high-level concepts like bug reports, feature
requests, resources, etc. These were then further subdivided in a lower level taxonomy.
For example, the bug reports class was further divided into two classes: crash, and features
& UI. Separately stack traces extracted using SAPIENZ[41] were preprocessed, sanitized
and augmented with information about methods. The authors then linked the reviews with
the processed stack traces using multiple text similarity metrics including Dice, Jaccard,
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and Vector Space Model. They reported an accuracy of nearly 80% using Dice, which was
the best performer. They also released a tool based on their research [52].
7.2 Active Learning for High-Recall Search
Active learning has been used for multiple purposes including image retrieval [60], named-
entity recognition [10], citation screening [67, 16], and technology-assisted review in elec-
tronic discovery [27]. Of these, electronic discovery and citation screening are high-recall
tasks where the goal is to find as many relevant documents as possible. Cormack and Gross-
man [14] proposed Continuous Active Learning to tackle the high recall search problem.
The significant difference between active learning and continuous active learning is in the
selection of documents for labeling. Most active learning applications use uncertainty sam-
pling [37, 57]. In uncertainty sampling, annotators annotate the training samples closest
to the decision boundary. In CAL, annotators annotate the documents that are most likely
to be relevant. In [12], the authors showed that CAL can outperform uncertainty sampling
for the task of technology-assisted review. In the TREC Total Recall track [54, 28], the
Baseline Model Implementation (BMI) provided to participants was an implementation of
the CAL protocol. Participant submissions over two years were not able to significantly
improve on its performance. Cormack and Grossman [15] have also introduced multiple
criteria to decide when to stop the review process [15]. In [15], they showed that methods
such as these can be used to achieve high levels of recall with a certain degree of confidence.
Active learning has also been used for citation screening as well. One example of the
use of active learning for biomedical citation screening is [67]. The authors used a form
of uncertainty sampling for selection of documents to label. They used domain knowledge
to detect uncertainty and showed a significant improvement in results over straightforward
uncertainty sampling. In the CLEF 2017 E-Health Lab [35], Cormack and Grossman [16]
used BMI for the same task and their submission was the best performer.
Building on work done on CAL, Abualsaud et al. [1] released a tool for high recall
search, that incorporates ad-hoc search, CAL for document and paragraph ranking, and
provides a web user interface for performing these tasks. This interface was used for
an user study involving 50 participants using the TREC Core Track dataset from TREC
2017 [71]. This was an extension of the authors’ TREC core submission [70] with additional
participants. The TREC 2017 run using CAL entered by Zhang et al. [70] had the highest
MAP score and found the second most unique documents in the Track. The authors also
performed a user study showing that displaying a small exerpt of a document could lead
to higher levels of recall than showing assessors the whole document [70]. This confirms
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the finding from the study performed by Zhang et al. [72] which showed that a single
sentence could provide sufficient information for an assessor to provide relevance judgment
while maintaining similar level of performance as seeing the full document. They also
argued that since judging a single sentence is faster, a version of CAL selecting sentences
for display to users could substantially reduce annotation overhead.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis, we propose a framework that allows developers to discover information about
a specific app issue while minimizing the amount of effort required by the developers to do
the same. We evaluate the various aspects of this framework separately. We investigate
the performance of S-CAL for information discovery and model training via a controlled
user study. We investigate the accuracy of the models built via experimentation on a
test set. We also investigate transfer learning methods to improve the performance of
these models via simulating scenarios where developers perform additional training on the
existing models.
8.1 Contributions
The major contributions of this thesis are summarized below:
1. Our results suggest that S-CAL can be used by developers to discover app reviews
about a specific app issue. We showed that S-CAL manages to retrieve more relevant
reviews than ad-hoc keyword search. We showed that S-CAL has a high precision
up to the first 100 results displayed, indicating that developers can use S-CAL to
quickly and precisely identify reviews that are related to a specific app issue.
2. Our study was the first evaluation of S-CAL via a controlled user experiment. Our
work shows that S-CAL outperforms ad-hoc keyword search at the task of discovering
documents containing relevant information.
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3. Our results suggest that the models trained by participants using S-CAL for one
app can be used to retrieve reviews for a separate app facing the same issue with
high precision and recall. This suggests that the models trained using S-CAL were
accurate. This indicates that developers will likely be able to reuse models that have
already been trained for a known issue and thus further reducing the effort required.
4. We investigated transfer learning methods in an attempt to improve the performance
of models that were trained by S-CAL on separate apps. Using additional training on
reviews from the separate app, there was a consistent improvement noticed for cases
where the initial performance was low, but for cases where the initial performance
was high, we noticed a slight drop in performance.
5. The results indicate that the performance when using a greater amount of training
data was always higher than when using a lesser amount of training data, indicating
that models can also be used as initialization for new models to boost performance.
Investigating the use of models as initialization for S-CAL remains future work.
6. We compared the performance of the models trained using S-CAL against the per-
formance of two state-of-the-art app review analysis tools. Results strongly suggest
that the performance of S-CAL for the task of retrieving reviews about a particular
topic was consistently better than that of the state-of-the-art.
In summary, we conclude that S-CAL can be used to build a framework for the analysis
of mobile app reviews that help developers identify reviews related to an issue their app
faces. This framework would allow developers to efficiently discover reviews about a new
app issue, while at the same time, training a model to retrieve reviews about the issue in
the future. It would also allow developers to reuse existing models trained on a specific app
issue, directly or with a small amount of additional training, to retrieve reviews related to
the issue in question. This would allow developers to discover more information about a
specific app issue while reducing the effort required to do so.
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Appendix A
Participant Instructions
A.1 General
• You will be given a category (e.g. Battery Drainage Complaints) and will be asked
to do your best to find as many reviews as you can which belongs to the category.
Both interfaces have buttons that let you mark these reviews as relevant (belongs to
the category) or non-relevant (does not belongs to the category).
• However, while it is important to find as many of these reviews as you can, you have
to make a best effort to not mark reviews which do not belong to the category as
relevant.
• The idea is to find and mark as many reviews as possible, while reducing the total
number of reviews viewed.
A.2 Search Interface
• In this interface you will have to enter keywords (e.g. “drains battery”) to search for
the reviews and mark them. The interface provides the following features:
– The documents that are more likely to be relevant are ranked higher in the
results.
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– Once you have judged a review, you can use the buttons at the top of the screen
to show or hide reviews that you have already marked. The buttons can be used
to hide all reviews you marked relevant, all buttons you marked non-relevant,
or both, and vice-versa.
– The page has infinite scrolling. There’s a button at the end of the page to load
more results.
– The “mark all above Relevant” button can be used in two different ways:
∗ To mark search results above as relevant
∗ To mark search results above that has not been marked before as relevant
Since the results higher up in the list are more likely to be relevant, this is
one way to quickly mark a lot of reviews. However, you must remember that
marking a lot of reviews out of which only few are actually relevant is also not
the goal of this study. Please exercise caution while using this button.
– Judgments are not irreversible. You can change your judgment at any time. So
a review that has been marked relevant can be marked non-relevant and vice
versa any number of times.
• Search Features:
– You can use quotation marks to search for an exact phrase (i.e. If you searched
for “phrase search”, you would get matches for documents where the words
‘phrase’ and ‘search’ appear together in that order.)
– You can use the plus sign to indicate that a word must be present. (i.e. if you
searched for +battery, only documents that have the word will be present in the
result list.)
– You can use the minus sign to indicate that a word must not be present. (i.e.
if you searched for -battery, documents that have the word will be not present
in the result list.)
– You can combine + or with quotation marks to make sure a phrase is present
or absent in all search results. However, you cannot combine the plus and minus
signs together.
A.3 S-CAL Interface
• In this interface, you will be given a query (e.g ”drains battery”) that you will input.
After this, you will be shown one review which you will have to mark.
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• There might be delays during which the algorithm re-ranks the results based on your
responses. This is not cause to be concerned.
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